
What was your Camp “high” and Camp “Low” 
Kelsey: High: getting to see all my friends, Low: too short!  
Edith: High: first year at SH, was a lot more fun that JH; Low: Family issues 
Eliana: High: having the opportunity to give the sermon at Mega Eucharist; Low: My toenail got 
kicked off 
Henry: High: hanging out during rest time, playing cards with everyone in the tent; Low: not 
getting to do the Y-Time I wanted (it was full) 
Josh: High: program was really realy good; Low: We didn’t play that much music 
Carson: High: being at camp and seeing everybody; Low: not playing enough music  
Lexi – low: last year; high: getting to see all my friends 
Asher: High: getting to meet new people; Low: having to wake up early (but days weren’t long 
enough!) 
Riley: It was a pretty high week; I definitely met some new people (new people in my cabin); 
Low: program, I liked the material, it was poorly handled; we could have gotten more out of it.  
Parker: High: my cabin, Dillon is the best cabin counselor; Low: it was my last year, I feel like I 
haven’t gotten to go for 10 years so it’s a bummer  
Emily: High: being in SH camp, lots of fun, got to be with my brother; Low: really hot 
Gillian: High: my first year back after a long time; Low: The heat 
Anna: High: seeing the people, the community is really great; Low: none too devastating, nap 
time too short 
Paul: High: being able to go to camp and see everyone; Low: Having to leave 
Scott: Low: camp felt really short; High: my favorite year so far 
Christian: High: I liked seeing everyone, it was the better year; Low: No food in cabins 
Mercedes: high: seeing my friends & my littler brother’s first year; Low: little sister doesn’t 
want to come back b/c she’s really shy and doesn’t connect with the people.  
Jaycee: Being in a cabin with a lot of new people; Low: it was really hot – didn’t get to see 
friends in JH 
 
Junior High Program: 
Asher: I really liked the program it was descriptive and helpful. Imagery was descriptive and 
helpful. It personally brought me closer to God. 
Kelsey: I liked JH program b/c there was a lot of interaction (rockets! Hula-hoop challenge) liked 
getting up and moving  
Henry: I liked all the lessons, they were fun, the activities to help us understand the lessons. The 
necklaces/bracelets didn’t work out b/c they fell apart.  
Kelsey: music quantity was okay; family group actually had too much time. 
Asher: There was A LOT OF talking whenever we got up or sat down which often ruined the 
groove of things.  
 
Senior High Program: 
Riley: Program itself was really deep stuff and I would have liked to get into it more. We don’t 
get to talk about that stuff at home as much. There was too much structure. I wanted more 
discussion. Didn’t want to write everything down.  



Parker: I liked program this year better than last year. I thought the weird tie-in movie last year 
didn’t make any sense. I thought Emily and Megan tried to be as energetic as possible. It felt 
like Megan and Emily were enjoying it!  
Anna: I’ve heard lots more good things about program this year than previous years. I can tell 
that people really enjoyed it. It was interactive with lots of motion. I think the discussion was 
really good this year. There was lots of energy from Emily and Megan and that really helped. It 
was difficult to absorb --- felt disconnected between days (different question each day).  
Edith: The program was good, there were a lot of ways it could have been better; or we could 
have taken more away. Candles…good idea, a lot of people left their candles behind; passing 
them out was hectic.  
Gillian: program time is long enough, but wish family time was longer for discussion 
Emily B.: Y-Time and E-Time sign-ups took a lot of time out of program/worship…caused us to 
cut out music and shorten family group time.  
Riley: maybe cut out the “energizers” at the start … we’re coming back from y-Time and don’t 
need it.  
Paul: games were too much right after Y-Time.  
Eliana: can we do more music instead of games? 
Emily: more variety of songs, not the same ones over and over. 
Paul: also got feedback from cabin that more music would be good.  
 
JH General Feedback: 
Asher: There weren’t a lot of ridiculous strict guidelines. They were chill about everything. Felt 
like we had more freedom.  
Kelsey: I wonder if there’s a better way to do the signing up for Y-Times. Some people didn’t 
abide by the Tent/Cabin called. 
Henry: People really enjoy just hanging out. Rest time was enjoyable. It would be cool to have 
an option during Y-Times/E-Times for just hanging out. (want more bubbles on log!)  
 
SH General Feedback: 
Riley: It seemed like everyone got to do what Y-Time they wanted (SH) at some point during the 
week.  
Edith: What if we signed-up by activity instead of by cabin.  
Anna: I liked not having gold rush; I also thought the healing service went really well.  
Emily L.: I really liked the morning show, it was really fun. Sometimes you’d choose people to 
do it. Hated when they skipped songs in the middle of a song. 
Edith: Healing service went really well, I feel like it wasn’t long enough. We need to make sure it 
is an hour.  
Edith: Talent Show is really high; hard to switch to serious mode after.  
Kelly Demo: Maybe Healing Service Then Talent show? 
Lexi: hard to stop emotions and get “up” for talent show…no one wants to go up on stage after 
they’ve been crying.  
Riley: I like the idea of switching them.  
Mercedes: A lot of people after they cry, they want to end the day. It’s overwhelming. I don’t 
think you’d get a lot from the talent show b/c people would be emotionally tired.  



Riley: I don’t know if moving it one day ahead (on High-Y) would still be okay.  
Parker: the way we do Senior Eucharist (Sad activity) then Dance (uplifting) works well on 
Friday, so something like that could also work on Thursday.  
Carson: The TriWizard tournament was amazing, It was planned really well. 
Lexi: I loved that so much. It was the best game night ever. (Maybe because my team won.) 
Parker: I think there should be a rule against purposely tipping a canoe.  
Riley: the policy around phones was handled really well. I know we’ve had issues in the past. It 
was a good balance this year. I was on it sometimes (when I needed to be).  
 
Music Staff:  
Edith: sometimes I just really needed to take a nap!  
Josh: I really liked it better than taking a Y-Time. I’d rather sacrifice my rest.  
Asher: We need rest time! It’s healthy!  
 
SH Quad time: 
Mercedes: quad time + y-time was better this year. Not everyone likes to just sit around.  
Riley: I agree that was a good idea to add the Y-Times. 
Gillian: I liked it, I don’t have much to compare it to. At the beginning of the week I could do 
something; but at the end of the week, it gave me time to write my senior letters!  
 
JH: Y-activity/Worship/Y-Activity 
Kelsey: I thought it worked well. Dismissing early for horses and stuff felt disorganized. Y-Staff 
was confused about that process.  
Asher: I agree. 
 
JH Healing Service: 
Kelsey: I think it went well. I know there were a couple people hesitant to go up, and then it 
stopped before they had a chance to go up.  
Asher: I really liked it how it was a time to grow closer to God. I liked how it was organized.  
Kelsey: there were a couple friends who were taking their time to be prayed for, maybe they 
didn’t get a chance.  
 


